Create more efficient learning spaces by using the latest NEC digital displays that will drive greater collaboration and increase student engagement.

Our new C Series displays support schools that need reliable and rugged solutions while meeting the needs of budget conscious buyers. Our ultra-thin depth and slender profile allows for a lighter design as well as unobtrusive mounting and easier accessibility in situations where high student traffic is a concern. NEC technology features best in class warranties, easy installation along with our industry expertise allowing us to bring you the ultimate immersive visual experience for students, visitors and staff.

- Low-cost, high quality solution perfect for K-12 or higher education learning environments
- Anti glare screen providing maximum visibility in classrooms
- Unobtrusive mounting and easier accessibility in situations where there is high student traffic
- Real time clock and FULL 24/7 scheduler function
- Full bidirectional external control through both the LAN and RS232 interfaces, which enables easier integration into existing school control systems
- Ultra-Thin depth, slim profile and narrow bezel for a sleek and modern design look
- Can be used in portrait or landscape orientation for expanded use in multiple classroom settings

For more information contact our Education Specialist today
Sales Support | sales.specialist@necdisplay.com | 866.NEC.MORE, Ext. 4

“Now, thanks to NEC, students are excited walking into class to see what cool image is up on the screen. Our teachers are reporting that the students are much more engaged and attentive.”

VERBUM DEI HIGH SCHOOL
### C431/C501/C551 Specifications

| Dimensions | 129.8 x 4 (C431) | 149.7 x 4 (C501) | 197.1 x 4 (C551) |

| Options | OPS-TC10-PS | OPS-AP10-PS | OPS-PAE10-PS2 |

#### Top/Bottom Panel

#### Side Panel

### Input Panels

1. Audio Mini Jack OUT
2. Remote IN
3. Remote OUT
4. RS232C IN
5. USB (Media Player)
6. LAN (Control)
7. Audio IN1
8. Audio IN2
9. RCA Composite IN
10. VGA (RGB, YPbPr) IN
11. HDMI IN1
12. HDMI IN2
13. HDMI IN3
14. DisplayPort IN
15. Micro SD Card (Media Player)